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Abstract
The Regulation (EU) 2016 / 679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on
the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95 / 46 / EC (“GDPR”) created a duty to implement
appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure a level of security to protect natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data. Infringement of this duty is severely punished.
These GDPR security measures and their operation should effectively and efficiently reflect
intellectual property (“IP”) and unfair competition concerns. The theoretic teleological interpretation
of the GDPR along with the critical study of the academic literature is complemented by a practical
exploratory investigation via a micro‑case study based on interviews of a well‑balanced group of
subjects of this GDRP duty – Czech SMEs. Although the yielded results are rather indicative than
generally conclusive, they allow to suggest a partial confirmation of the proposed hypotheses that this
GDPR duty will have a significant impact on IP and unfair competition. The semi‑conclusions based
on the primary and secondary data enlightens the status quo, offers recommendations and brings
suggestions for further research.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2010, a new ten‑year strategy for the EU was
launched (“Europe 2020”). Europe 2020 has three
priorities, i.e. smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth, and focuses on the single internal market
(Staníčková, 2017) and in particular on its digital
aspects and the technological potential of European
economies (Balcerzak, 2016). There are studies
analyzing the status quo and future developments
of sustainability reporting in Central and Eastern
Europe (Horváth et al., 2017). The EU believes that
openness‑oriented policies are to be associated
with growth (Iyke, 2017) but need to be balanced
with the need for protection of human rights

and freedom. This is reflected by endeavors of
the EU under the auspices of Europe 2020, such as
the Data Protection Package which brought forth
the Regulation (EU) 2016 / 679 on the protection
of personal data – GDPR. Interestingly, no cascade
taking effect or time exemptions are previewed,
thus the whole GDPR applies as of May 25,
2018, throughout the entire EU, regardless of
the standpoint of national laws. One of the many
duties brought by the GDPR is implementing
appropriate technical and organizational measures
to ensure a level of security (Art. 32) to protect
natural persons regarding processing of personal
data (Art. 1).
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This prompts interest in the understanding and
appreciation of this duty and its impact. It is far
from being established, the legislative wording is
not self‑explanatory, academics and practitioners
quarrel about it and, there is low awareness about
it (Tikkinen‑Piri et al., 2018), similarly to the case of
the implementation of IFRS standards to national
accounting systems (Jindřichovská and Kubíčková,
2017). The implementation of the mandatory
GDPR measures has an impact on the IP and
unfair competition and, vice versa, the IP and
unfair competition influence the implementation
of the mandatory GDPR measures. According to
the three set hypotheses, the impact is significant
for both IP and the protection against unfair
competition and represents a serious challenge
for SMEs. The performed theoretical and practical
study confirms these hypotheses just partially by
Czech SMEs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The GDPR is an integral part of the Data
Protection Package with a direct impact on
the data protection, including processing, in all EU
members states and even beyond. It is necessary
to study the legislative wording and provided
official comments, i.e. the GDPR and glossary
and / or explanatory comments to it provided by
the European Commission need to be understood
while using the EU law interpretation approach par
excellence – the teleological approach. The resulting
information needs to be critically appreciated,
concurrent with studying the current academic
literature. The combination of information
generated by the legislation and academic secondary
sources represents the theoretical part, which is to be
complemented by a practical part. After a contextual
reflection, the exploratory investigation via a case
study was selected. It was performed via interviews
of a well‑balanced group of respondents – Czech
businesses having the legal form of a Limited
Liability Company (aka Ltds), employing less than
250 employees and doing business in various fields
of industry. Due to the confidentiality and other
concerns, only a micro‑sample of responding
subjects was explored.
Since the topic has strong legal aspects, the research
and analysis are more qualitative than quantitative,
and includes deductive and inductive aspects of legal
thinking (Matejka, 2013), as legal theoretic orientation
reflects legal science which is argumentative, not
axiomatic. The opposition between qualitative
and quantitative data and methods should not be
overplayed, rather their synergy effects projected
in the Meta‑Analysis should be taken advantage of
(Nevima and Majerová, 2015). The theoretic and
practical parts were methodologically dominated by
the Meta‑Analysis (Silverman, 2013) complemented
by critical comments and Socratic questioning
(Arreda, 1996). The proposed hypotheses are A)
that the GDPR duty to implement appropriate

technical and organizational measures to ensure
a level of security to protect natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data (Art. 32)
will have a significant impact on the IP (H1) and B)
on unfair competition (H2) and C) that this impact is
a serious challenge for SMEs, namely for the Czech
business Ltds with less than 250 employees (H3).
These hypotheses were set based on the suggestions
generated by the theoretical part, i.e. a legislative
and academic analysis, and were confronted
by the practical part of the investigation with
questionnaires. Only a partial confirmation was
achieved and fresh indices were offered by these
Czech SMEs. The interaction of semi‑conclusions
based on the primary and secondary data addresses
the hypotheses, provides a picture of the status quo,
offers recommendations and brings suggestions for
further research.

Legislative and Literature Overview
Despite the permanently blurred distinction
between the historical truth and the reality
of the EU (Chirita, 2014), it can be stated that
the current EU and EU laws are marked by both
supranational and intergovernmental features and
by normative characteristics linked to the concept
of the institutionalized single market with
competing interest groups (Damro, 2012). The four
freedoms of movement in this single internal market
are getting progressively more competitive and more
digitalized (MacGregor Pelikánová, 2017), while
the EU member state societies, as well as the global
society, are both getting more reliant on information
systems / information technologies (“IS / IT”) and
more full of contradictions (Vivant, 2016).
Clearly, the EU post‑modern, highly competitive
society is marked by digitalization (MacGregor
Pelikánová, 2012), puzzling complex and dynamic
organizations (Piekarczyk, 2016), and an increase
in the value of information, especially data with
business significance. Personal data, in particular,
is recognized as an indispensable commodity and
its storing, processing and analyzing can be at
the core of the business model of many businesses
(Auvermeulen, 2017).
The EU is an international organization sui
generis. EU law has features of both international
law (primary EU law) and federal law (secondary
EU law) and is integrated into national laws in
a fierce and penetrative manner (Azolai, 2011).
Once the strategy Europe 2020 was brought out,
the European Commission launched legislative
initiatives targeting the digital market, including
the Data Protection Reform Package to harmonize,
if not unify the so‑far, diversified, national law
settings. The drive for Regulations, in addition,
or even instead of, previous Directives, such
as the e‑Privacy Directive (Zuiderveen, 2016),
was the resultant demand to overcome various
diversities (Balcerzak, 2015 and MacGregor
Pelikánová,
2014)
negatively
impacting
the operation of the internal single market.
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The decade long evolution (see the German Act
from 1970 and the Swedish Data Protection Act
from 1973) of data privacy legislation in Europe
(Tikkinen‑Piri et al., 2018) reached, in the context
of IS / IT, a point for a need of unification. The Data
Protection Package, as one of the legislative
pillars generated by Europe 2020, brought about
a proposal COM(2012)11 for a Regulation on
the protection of individuals with regard to
the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, which focuses on the data
storing and analyzing as well as the portability
of the data (Auwermeulen, 2017). The EU move
from the harmonization to the unification of rules
on the processing of personal data generated
strong academic feed‑back (Portmeister, 2017
and Zuiderveen, 2016) and was completed by
the enactment of the GDPR in 2016, which impacts
data processing as well as processing of other types,
such as e‑payments (Schlossberger, 2016).
The GDPR is in compliance with the EU
“constitutional triangle” – the TEU, TFEU and
Charter, while recognizing the critical aspect
of the single internal market for the modern
European integration (MacGregor et al., 2017).
The long list of GDPR mandatory principles and
duties includes lawfulness, fair and transparent
processing (Art. 5 et foll.), the duty of security
processing through the implementation of
appropriate technical and organizational measures
(Art. 32) and the duty of notification of a personal
breach to the supervisory authority (Art. 33) and
to the data subject (Art. 34). These duties apply
to both public and private subjects processing
the personal data of a natural (!) person (Art. 1)
and their breach is punished by sanctions in
the form of remedies, suspension, compensation
and administrative fees up to EUR 10 million or
2 % of the total worldwide turnover, or even EUR
20 million or 4 % of the total worldwide turnover
(Art. 77 et foll.). The European Commission
indicates the endorsement of the GDPR by up to
90 % of Europeans and presents a bright picture
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of the GDPR (European Commission, 2017). Do
European businesses understand their duty and
thus become ready to process data “in a manner
that ensures appropriate security of the personal
data” (Art. 5)? The teleological approach suggests
considering the spirit of this legislation, i.e.
the internal single market.
The literature overview shares the same
pathway as the legislative overview. Indeed, it
recognizes the EU commitment to the doctrine
of the four freedoms of movement in the single
internal market (Cvik and MacGregor Pelikánová,
2016) in a 21st century digital context (MacGregor
Pelikánová, 2012) and the broad reach of
the GDPR (Tankard, 2016). So the EU opted for
a unified legal regime but academia commented
on this exceedingly heavily praised presented
drive of the EU via pragmatic and more objective
observations. Included would be that personal data
breaches in the IS / IT environment are frequent,
often have a cross‑border nature and rarely are
effectively and efficiently sanctioned (Malatras et al.,
2017 and Turečková, 2014)), that GDPR offers law
consistency in data protection in the entire EU
(Zerlang, 2017 and Zuiderveen Borgesius, 2016),
which brings both general (Piekarczyk, 2016)
and specific threats and issues (Pormeister, 2017)
and about which there is not enough awareness
(Raab and Szekely, 2017). Regarding the duty to
implement appropriate technical and organization
measures to ensure a level of security to protect
a natural person’s personal data, it is important to
unify the, so far, very diverse approach and regime
of the controlling data protection authorities,
labeled by the GDPR as “supervisory authorities”
(Raab and Szekely, 2017) so as to reach a unified,
effective and efficient application of the GDPR in
the EU.
A legislative and literature overview may support
a confirmation of the stated three hypotheses. Yet,
this needs to be verified by a Czech case study,
i.e. the secondary data implications need to be
confronted with the fresh direct data.

I: Questionnaire with replies provided by the 1st respondent
Questions
1. Your business field?

Answers
Buying‑selling cars.

2. Administration of your IS / IT

Outsourced to an external IT firm (in‑house expensive)

3. Protection before the GDPR

Just antivirus programs for all PCs.

4. Protection due to the GDPR

Updating antivirus programs and
monitoring based on IP licenses.

5. Introductory costs of the new protection

CZK 130 000

6. Brand new protection measure

Nothing

7. Performed penetration test.

Not yet.

8. Exchange of information about
the GDPR with other business.
9. Do you expect an unfair competitionimpact
of the GDPR?

No.
No, but expect speculative denunciations by competitors
to authorities about alleged security incidents.

Source: Prepared by authors based on their micro pilot case study investigation performed in 1 / 2018.
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Czech Case Study
As stated above, the theoretic, legislative and
academic findings are to be confronted with
the reality of the primary data generated by the pilot
case study of the perception of GDPR, specifically
of the impact of certain aspects of the GDPR,
by both a homogenous and still representative
micro‑sample of Czech SMEs, i.e. the exploratory
investigation was performed through interviews
of a well‑balanced group of respondents – 5 Czech
Ltds with less than 250 employees and operating
in various fields of industry. Nine semi‑open
questions were selected in order to address the set
of the three hypotheses.
The answers and information provided by the 1st
respondent belong to the mainstream represented
by the outsourcing and licensing of IP issues,
the readiness to pay “extra” due to the GDPR and
a contradiction – not doing a penetration test
and being afraid that security incidents and their
reporting can have an unfair competition impact.
The answers and information provided by the 2nd
respondent belong to the mainstream as in the case
of the 1st respondent. A new piece of information

is that security incidents and their reporting can
cause unfair competition not only because of
the punishment by the GDPR, but in addition can
harm the good reputation of the business.
Feedback provided by the 3rd respondent belongs
to mainstream.
Answers and information provided by the 4th
respondent differs significantly due to the essence
and technical background of this business. Logically,
the 4th respondent does not need outsourcing,
as he provides outsourcing services himself.
The knowledge and awareness of the 4th respondent
is superior and this is reflected by the successful
performance of the penetration test, by active
involvement of the employees – some of them
are even authors of measures to satisfy the GDPR
requirements and by the interest in the information
and methodology from the Czech Data Protection
Office (“CDPO”).
Answers and information provided by the 5th
respondent belong to the mainstream as in the case
of the 1st , 2nd and 3rd respondent. A new piece of
information is that the fear is linked directly to
the reporting to the named supervisory authority,
the CDPO.

II: Questionnaire with replies provided by the 2nd respondent
Questions

Answers

1. Your business field?

HR agency – Personal agency.

2. Administration of your IS / IT

Outsourced to an external IT firm for a fixed monthly fee.

3. Protection before the GDPR

Nothing special, passwords to all PCs.

4. Protection due to the GDPR

Employee training, setting security monitoring, services from
the external IT firm.

5. Introductory costs of the new protection

CZK 98 000

6. Brand new protection measures

Nothing

7. Performed penetration test.

Not yet.

8. Exchange of information about…

No.
Trust in an effective and efficient enforcement of the GDPR.
Concern about the medialization of (alleged) security incidents
and harm to the reputation.

9. Do you expect unfair competition impact of
the GDPR?

Source: Prepared by authors based on their micro pilot case study investigation performed in 1 / 2018.
III: Questionnaire with replies provided by the 3rd respondent
Questions
1. Your business field?
2. Administration of your IS / IT

Answers
Tax advising.
Outsourced to an external IT firm for a fixed monthly fee.

3. Protection before the GDPR

Passwords + antivirus programs for all PCs.

4. Protection due to the GDPR

Employee training, security monitoring, enhanced passwords, updating
antivirus programs, data encryption based on IP licenses.

5. Introductory costs of the new protection
6. Brand new protection measure
7. Performed penetration test.
8. Exchange of information about…
9. Do you expect unfair competition…?

CZK 90 000 (CZK 60 000 updating old + CZK 30 000
for new IP)
Ten new IP encryption licenses  –  Program Area Guard Neo for CZK
30 000.
Not yet.
No, just sharing trainings and schooling.
No.

Source: Prepared by authors based on their micro pilot case study investigation performed in 1 / 2018.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The GDRP creates a new framework for
the processing of personal data. The general goals
are strengthening online privacy rights and boosting
European digital economy (Tikkinen‑Piri et al.,
2018). One of the specific goals is to mandatorily
introduce the duty of security processing through
the implementation of appropriate technical and
organizational measures (Art. 32) and the duty of
notification of a personal breach to the supervisory
authority (Art. 33) and to the data subject (Art. 34).
These duties are explicitly legislated by the GDPR
and even academia is open to recognize their
potential to generate IP and unfair competition
impacts along with possible serious issues for
SMEs. These concerns were projected in the three
hypotheses, which were tested in the light of
the direct inquiry, namely a questionnaire search
of a micro‑sample of Czech business Ltds SMEs.
Although feedback provided by this micro‑sample
is statistically insignificant, it provides some
interesting and so far not reported data and indices.
Generally, the respondents did not seem overly
frustrated or afraid of the GDPR. Instead, they
provided a prima facia impression of welcoming
the GDPR and making ahead of time all necessary
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adjustments. However, a deeper study of provided
feedback, especially to open‑questions, darkens
this sunny picture. First, basically all respondents,
except IT firms, need to, or decided to, outsource
in a significant manner and their replies included
strong statements such as “we have to outsource
a great deal of our GDPR duties, including the data
protection officer job” or “we hire an IT firm for
all of that and use an external data protection guy.”
Businesses purchase not only IP licenses, but in
addition hire an IT firm for a fixed monthly fee.
The liability shifting is obvious and the genuine
effectiveness and efficiency of such an approach is
questionable. Second, almost all respondents made
an introductory expense of about CZK 100 000 to
purchase or to update instruments and tools for
the coming GDPR. These costs are introductory and
need to be assessed in the light of related fees to be
paid as well, such as a monthly fixed fee to be paid
for outsourcing, license fees, updating expenses, etc.
The GDPR protection and consumer‑friendliness
do not come for free, i.e. businesses need to spend
significant amounts and this may translate into
a rise in prices charged to consumers. Third, and
perhaps more surprisingly, businesses state they
are getting ready but they do not test it, i.e. they do
not perform the penetration test. For what do they

IV: Questionnaire with replies provided by the 4th respondent
Questions

Answers

1. Your business field?

Providing IT services.

2. Administration of your IS / IT

By ourselves.

3. Protection before the GDPR

Instruments created by employees or obtained based on license
agreement (e.g., antivirus programs) from 3rd parties.

4. Protection due to the GDPR

Nothing new, existing is sufficient.

5. Introductory costs of the new protection

Almost nil, just some administration costs.

6. Brand new protection measure

Nothing.

7. Performed penetration test.

Yes, all worked out, no changes needed.

8. Exchange of information about …

Yes, we communicate + provide training.
No, but businesses underestimate penetration tests, risking a third
party will intentionally interfere with their networks with unfair
competition consequences.

9. Do you expect unfair competition impact of
the GDPR?

Source: Prepared by authors based on their micro pilot case study investigation performed in 1 / 2018.
V: Questionnaire with replies provided by the 5th respondent
Questions
1. Your business field?

Answers
Real Estate services.

2. Administration of your IS / IT

Outsourced to an external IT firm for a fixed monthly fee.

3. Protection before the GDPR

Bought high quality antivirus program.

4. Protection due to the GDPR

Employees training, security monitoring, enhanced IP licenses,
antivirus program.

5. Introductory costs of the new protection
6. Brand new protection measure

CZK 68 000.
No, but waiting for information and methodology from the CDPO.

7. Performed penetration test.

Not yet.

8. Exchange of information about …

Not yet.

9. Do you expect unfair competition impact of
the GDPR?

Generally not, but afraid that (alleged) security incidents might be
reported by a third party (competitor) to the CDPO.

Source: Prepared by authors based on their micro pilot case study investigation performed in 1 / 2018.
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wait, if they are allegedly ready? Why don’t they test
how good their IS / IT is? Why don’t they want to
find problems and fix them before the GDPR takes
effect and incidents to be reported happen? Fourth,
businesses do not share information and manifestly
a big asymmetry of information dominates
the current market. Fifth, the unfair competition
impact of the GDPR in general is perceived as
insignificant. The issue of reporting of security
incidents to the supervisory authority, to the CDPO,
is a concern for the businesses and almost all
detect in it a serious unfair competition potential.
Highly interestingly, they do not fear so much
that businesses will not implement the measures
or not report the incidents, rather they truly are
afraid of alleged incidents and related blackmail
and false reports by third parties. They are afraid
that their competitors will “make up” stories about
security incidents and will use these lies as a tool
for blackmail, denigration or even a punishment
by the GDPR sanctions. Further, under certain
conditions, even the disposition with personal
data in a breach of the GDPR can be considered to
be a security incident. Even natural persons can
inform controlling authorities that they suffered

damage or that there was a breach of the GDPR
by a business. This creates another option for
unfair competition practices between businesses.
These real concerns have not been discussed by
the EU, European Commission and academia and
the GDPR does not offer any protection or advice
about it. In sum, the stated hypotheses were only
partially confirmed. The GDPR duty to implement
appropriate technical and organizational measures
to ensure a level of security to protect natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal
data (Art. 32) will have an impact on the IP (H1)
and unfair competition (H2). However, based on
the completed micro‑case study in combination
with published academic opinion, it might be
suggested that this impact will NOT be significant.
This ultimately will lead to a challenge for SMEs,
but although this challenge is at least cost‑wise not
nominal, still businesses state that it is NOT serious,
except for the burning issues of the speculations
linked to alleged security incidents and their
reporting (H3). It will be highly interesting to
observe what really happens from May, 2018 and
how businesses will perceive it, and how they will
adjust to it.

CONCLUSION
The GDPR applies from May 2018 in the EU, including the Czech Republic. Hence even Czech
businesses have to implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure a level
of security (Art. 32) to protect natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data (Art. 1)
and to give notice about personal breaches both to the supervisory authority (Art. 33) and to the data
subject (Art. 34). Three hypotheses were set and legislative and academic analysis was confronted
by the practical investigation part with questionnaires. Interestingly, only a partial confirmation
was achieved.
Although the yielded results are especially due to the micro‑case study nature rather indicative than
generally conclusive, they allow to suggest a partial confirmation of the proposed hypotheses that this
GDPR duty will have a significant impact on IP and unfair competition. Namely, based on the Czech
pioneering micro‑case study, which should definitely by expanded in the future, the GDPR duty
to place appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure a level of security to protect
natural persons in re to processing personal data (Art. 32) will have an impact on the IP (H1) and
unfair competition (H2), but this impact arguably appears NOT significant and the SMEs perceive
it as a challenge, which is not serious despite more than nominal costs (H3). Namely, it seems that
the Czech SMEs are inclined to “outsource” their GDPR duties and say they are ready, but without
truly testing it, i.e. not performing the penetration test. They indicate the significance and impact of
the “measures duty” as neither significant nor serious, but they spend a significant amount of money
for this purpose and they have serious concerns about abuses. These abuses are not about black
sheep that are not implementing the GDPR, but instead about competitors trying to portray them
as black sheep. Manifestly, we have here an asymmetry of information and perceptions and it will
be extremely interesting to observe the results from May 2018, how these and other businesses will
perceive it, and how they will adjust to it.
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